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Introduction

WELCOME

Another year has flown by and amongst the many highlights was
the redevelopment of a number of areas where we improved the
facilities for animals, keepers and visitors. These included the
extensions to the snow leopard, macaw and camel enclosures,
new exhibits for two new species namely the naked mole rats and
binturong, a new area for the black lemurs, a new food kitchen for
the bird section and hand washing facilities for visitors. We have
replaced the outdoor play equipment outside the Queen Mary
Restaurant and by the camels, the toilets opposite the main
entrance have undergone a refit and we opened ‘Ow Bin Ya Sands’ to
bring the beach back to Dudley after an absence of 25 million years!
I have to confess that the beach wasn’t my idea and I was incredibly
dubious whether visitors would make use of the sand area, though
not for the first time I’m delighted to have been proved wrong and
the beach has been a huge success.
The use of the hillside to site animal exhibits has provided numerous
benefits for several of our primate species, though as grazing
primates the family of Geladas has decimated the foliage from the
steep limestone bank to the side of the chairlift. Next door housed
the group of Sulawesi crested black macaques who may forage in
the foliage, but they do not graze or peel back the soil to eat the
roots to any great extent. The outcome being that one side of the
chairlift is lush with plant life and the other is struggling to recover
any grass. The logical step will be to start to rotate these species
between areas every few years, allowing each bank to recover
from the continual grazing of the Gelada. With each area being
designed to meet its occupants’ requirements, we have had to
make modifications to both exhibits to ensure that their individual
physical needs are provided for.
One downside to a visit to any outdoor attraction is the
unpredictability of the British weather and the disappointment
visitors can experience of having to cut the day short due to rainfall.
With this in mind we have included indoor viewing to new animal
houses and wherever possible we install additional shelters to
enable visitors to stand undercover.
As part of our development for 2019 we are planning to construct
an indoor play area at the base of the site; which will give additional
options for visitors with small children during inclement weather.

Zoo Director
Derek Grove, Zoo Director

Get in touch

Share your stories and
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Animal in FOCUS
Reindeer
Rangifer tarandus
•

did you know?
• Reindeer can run at speeds of up to 75 kilometres
per hour.
• They are the only mammals able to see ultraviolet
light. This is thought to help them see better in
their white, featureless, winter world.
• They are known as reindeer in Europe, but their
North American name is caribou.
• Both the males and females grow antlers.
• Their noses are specially designed to
warm the air before it gets to their lungs.
• Reindeer hooves expand in summer when
the ground is soft and shrink in winter when
the ground is hard.
• Some subspecies have knees that make a
clicking noise when they walk so the animals
can stay together in a blizzard.
• Some North American caribou migrate over
3,000 miles in a year – more than any other
land mammal.
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Measure for measure, reindeer are pretty awesome creatures.

Get winter ready for wildlife
Winter visitors:
Brambling
Redwing
Fieldfare
Waxwing

Why not cook up a treat
for your garden birds
this winter?

All-year-round garden birds:
Robin
Blue tit
Goldcrest
Great tit
Coal tit
Long-tailed tit
Nuthatch
Chaffinch
Hedge sparrow
Bullfinch
Blackbird
Goldfinch

• Good quality bird seed
• Raisins
• Peanuts
• Grated cheese
• Suet or lard
• Yoghurt pots
• String
• Mixing bowl
• Scissors

You will need:

As we head into winter and temperatures plummet,
we’re urging animal lovers to think about the
feathered friends visiting our gardens. Part-time DZG
Keeper Emma Dingley, who has provided feeding
stations for wild birds visiting the zoo, says birds
need plenty of fat-filled foods to help them through
the chilly season.
She said: “We can help both winter migrants and
birds who live here all year round by giving them
foods that are high in fat such as nuts, fat balls, suet
and dried mealworms.

Emma Dingley Part-time Keeper

“People also need to make sure bird baths don’t get frozen over and are topped up regularly with fresh
water.”
Emma added that leaving piles of leaves in the garden was a good idea to provide cosy places for hedgehogs,
newts, toads and frogs to hibernate.

Why not cook up a treat for your garden birds this winter?
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DZG Senior Keeper Jade Reddall

Jade’s gelada study gives
6 her the research bug

After hours studying the behaviour of our breeding group of geladas, DZG Senior
Primate Keeper Jade Reddall has established striking similarities between their
feeding patterns and those of troops in the wild.
And she believes our BIAZA silver award-winning banked enclosure - one of the
most naturalistic areas for them to inhabit - is key to why our geladas graze in
virtually the same way as their wild cousins.
Geladas – the only grass-grazing primates - are endemic to the Simien Mountains
in the Ethiopian Highlands where they live on the mountainous grasslands and cliff
edges, with 90% of their diet being made up of grass blades.
Jade carried out her behavioural comparison research project in November
2017 and presented her findings at the ABWAK (Association of British and Irish
Wild Animal Keepers) Symposium 2018 at Longleat in June.
Now the inquisitive 28-year-old from Willenhall, who has been at DZG for more
than five years, hopes to get the research published and go on to compare her
findings with the six other UK zoos who hold geladas in their collections.
During her study, which was conducted in random 20-minute stints over a total of
eight hours, Jade observed our male Ebano, three females named Addis, Tana
and Jimma and three juvenile males, Billie, Ambo and Gimbi. Jade said: “I’ve
always been fascinated by geladas – so curiosity was the main reason for carrying
out this study.
“Being notorious grazers, I wanted to know if our breeding group displayed the
same frequency of feeding behaviours as wild individuals. As well as having
clear open grassland for them to graze on throughout the day, there is also a
rocky cliff feature in the middle for them to shelter and sleep in. I was really
happy to find that our captive group did spend over half of their daytime
activity grazing - the wild study found grazing to be around 56% - so I was happy
to see that we weren’t too far behind!”
Jade has also recently completed a five-month study looking at which parts of
the enclosure our geladas prefer, which she is analysing as part of her second year
on the Diploma in Management of Zoo and Aquarium Animals (DMZAA) course.
And as the gelada group has just been moved to the neighbouring bank where
there is more grass to explore, Jade hopes to do another five-month survey on
grazing patterns in their new home, to be able compare the two sets of data.
She added: “Doing the course got me into the research work and I find it so
interesting. I felt I just fitted into it and would very much like to continue
doing more.”
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The art of fundraising

more

Artist David Skid

Canvassing support for our orang enclosure appeal
The process of capturing our four charismatic Bornean orangs on canvas has been a labour of love for talented
and generous artist David Skidmore. When the 59-year-old award-winning wildlife artist offered to draw Benji,
Jorong, Jazz and Sprout to raise funds for our £800,000 orang enclosure appeal, he didn’t count on the apes
being so complex to sketch and so easy to get attached to.
David, who works from the studio at his Bromsgrove home as well as being a technician in a local school and
running art workshops, said: “It’s strange, but while working on this piece I feel I’ve developed a real affinity
with the orangs. It’s a kind of connection, which makes the artwork title ‘We are appealing!’ all the more
appropriate. This piece has been my main focus for the last couple of months and has taken around 60 hours
to complete. I’d have to say orangs are one of the most challenging animals I’ve drawn, because they are so like
humans. Having been lucky enough to meet Benji and Jorong before I embarked on the piece, I felt strongly
about wanting to do them justice. It was almost like doing a portrait of a person. More than anything I wanted
to get them right and make sure their personalities and characters came across in the piece. I’m really
pleased with the outcome and now just want the artwork to raise as much money as possible for the appeal
to build a spacious new home for these creatures I have become fascinated by.”
The artwork has now been transformed into 100 limited edition canvases which have all been signed by David
and come boxed with a certificate of authenticity. Zoo Director Derek Grove said: “Dudley Zoo is hugely grateful
to David who has given his time and talent to draw this amazing montage of our four loveable orangs in aid of
our appeal. The generous gesture is a wonderful way to show his appreciation for the work we do at Dudley and
conservation projects we support globally. It should be a huge help in providing an impressive new
environment for our great apes.” David, a committee member of The Wildlife Arts Society International,
completed the piece in graphite pencil on hot press watercolour paper. His kind offer to draw our orangs came
about after he sketched our gorgeous Sumatran tiger Daseep earlier in the year for a piece being auctioned in
aid of a global campaign helping to protect African elephants from poachers.
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To date our appeal total stands at an impressive £350,000 – thanks to everyone involved!

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Stage 5

Stage 6

Stage 7
Artist David Skidmore with
Dunns Production Manager
Paul Schellmann

with Martin Prosser
Artist David Skidmore
ector
Dunns Production Dir

The limited edition canvas prints
are available from our Safari Shop,
our online shop or by calling
01384 215313.

You’ve Dunn us proud!
Huge thanks to Dunns Imaging who made the printing process run smoothly and supplied
canvases at greatly reduced costs.
The printing firm, which has operated out of its Cradley Heath premises since 1906 and been
run by three generations of the Dunn family, has generously supported the artistic project
to allow as much money as possible to go towards our fundraising.
Marketing Manager for Dunns Imaging, Catherine Peakman, said: “At Dunns, we are very
proud to be able to support Dudley Zoo’s fundraising activities. We were delighted with the
opportunity to turn a wonderful illustration into canvas wall art to help raise funds for the new
orangutan enclosure.”

The limited edition canvas is available from our Safari Shop or online shop
for £49.99 It measures 18” x 12” (1.5” deep) and post and packaging to
mainland UK addresses is £9 by Royal Mail Special Delivery.
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Seasoned bat watchers hit
the headlines
Express & Star photographer Steve Leath went
batty for the colony of bats roosting in the zoo’s
off-show caverns when he joined conservationists
for their last late-night survey of the season.
The snapper produced some impressive shots of
the nocturnal mammals when he joined bat
conservationists from the Birmingham and Black
Country Bat Group, known as Brumbats, and
our very own Conservation Officer Chris Leeson
a few weeks ago.
His amazing snaps illustrated a fantastic feature
by Heather Large about the monitoring work
we’ve done with Brumbats in Big Ben cavern
within DZG’s grounds.

Steve Leath
Express & Star photographer

The images showed the group
humanely catching bats in fine
nets, measuring their wings and
putting the creatures into special
bags to weigh them.
Whiskered bat

Express & Star
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t of hell..

feature Bats ou

Chris teams up with Brumbats, which holds
the licence to be able to carry out research
work with bats, eight times a year – four times
in spring and four in autumn – to see what
species we have and to assess the health of
the population. The most recent bat survey
took place in Big Ben cavern (at the back
of the zoo’s birds section) at the end of
September and means we’ve now completed
a full year of studying the winged beasts.
And it’s been a hugely successful year too –
with evidence of nine species, including the
rare lesser horseshoe. Chris said: “By listening
to various sound frequencies we can determine
which type of bats we have and so far we
have evidence of nine species.”

Behind the Scenes
of Binturongs!
The aroma of hot buttered popcorn greets
keepers as they head inside the off-show
sections of the binturong enclosure to care
for our sweet-smelling pair.
Ellie and Elliot, who share the impressive
£25,000 abode built this spring, use scent
glands under their tails to mark out their
territory but to humans it resembles the
smell of popcorn. Keeper Cheyenne Darkins
said: “The smell is really powerful when you
first come inside and gets very sweet after
a while. Ellie and Elliot have access to the
beautiful outdoor area, their heated indoor
on-show area and two large indoor dens at
all times and only get shut in at night if it falls
below five degrees. Inside the back dens
there are also weighing scales built into a shelf
and we weigh them at least once a week as
part of their health checks.”
The duo, who can regularly be seen climbing
the ropes in the outdoor section, are fed
cooked chicken breast, boiled eggs and
fruit and some days will feast on a chicken
or quail carcass.
Keepers are now in the process of making
hammocks out of old fire hose for the
off-show areas so Ellie and Elliot can
get as comfortable there as they do
in their on-show indoor section.
Cheyenne added: “In their indoor
viewing area, Elliot just loves curling
up in the barrel and both of them
like sitting on the shelf above the
radiator, keeping nice and snug.”

Binturongs Elliot and Ellie

Checking the scales and
weighing in Cheyenne Darkins

Binturongs produce a substance from the
scent glands beneath their tails that smells
like hot buttered popcorn.
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Larry’s Christmas lunch
Christmas came early for Larry, one of our
African spurred tortoises, after keepers served
up some festive food for our tortoise group.
Senior Keeper Sarah Evans mixed their regular
450g serving of nutritious pellets with water
and shaped it into decorative holly leaves to
get into the festive spirit.
She also sliced carrots to resemble the berries
for the early Christmas lunch which Larry was
first to sample. Sarah, who has worked at the
zoo for more than nine years, said: “Larry soon
got stuck in to the special lunch before sharing
it with the others.
“Larry and the other African spurred boys have
grown so much since I started working here.
They were only the size of dinner plates back
then and you could carry one under each arm.
“Now we have to put a board on top of the
scales when we weigh them each week as
they have grown so big.” At DZG we have four
other African spurred tortoises named Ernie,
Rufus, Percy and Bert, one Hermann’s tortoise
called Patricia and finally Sammy, a
spur-thighed tortoise. In addition to their daily
pellet mix the group enjoys lots of leafy greens,
cuttlefish to keep their beaks trim and hay,
which mimics the scrub grass tortoises eat
in the wild.
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Keeper Adam Davey
dishes up a festive treat

The group have a warm bath once a
week and UV lights and heat lamps to
keep them cosy. And each African
spurred tortoise is marked with a
different colour spot of paint so
keepers can identify them.
Ernie has a light blue dot, Rufus is red,
Larry is yellow, Percy is pink and Bert is
dark blue.

Merry
Christmas
everyone!

Document discovery proves
a fascinating find

Curator Jay Haywood
having an interesting read

A diary from almost 50 years ago has been unearthed at the zoo – giving keepers a
fascinating insight into the lives of their predecessors and the animals in their care. The
1969 diary for Dudley Zoo’s giraffe section was found stashed behind a cabinet in the
former mongoose and porcupine enclosure when it was taken down in the spring to
make way for the new home for our binturong pair, Ellie and Elliot.
The Boots-branded diary, full of beautifully written records about giraffes, gazelles, Barbary sheep
and other animals on the ungulates section, will now be added to the zoo archives. The record
book is similar to what today’s employees keep, taking note of breeding behaviours, feeding
habits and medical records.
But today’s keepers transfer this information to computers which is then passed on to our
Registrar and Research Co-ordinator Dr David Beeston, who uploads the details to the zoo’s
web-based Zoological Information Management System (ZIMS).
Assistant Curator Jay Haywood said: “It’s been very
interesting to see how zoo keepers used to keep
their records in the days before computers would
have been used here. It was particularly interesting
to me as the majority of the neatly-written entries
were made by the then head of section Eileen
Skinner, who retired just after I joined the zoo in
1999. It was nice to see the name of someone I
had briefly worked with and learn about the daily
lives of the keepers and the animals they looked
after. All surviving keepers’ records since the zoo
opened in 1937 are kept in the DZG archives, so
this document will fill a gap in our history and be
Keepers’diary
wonderful to look back on for years to come.”
from 1969

Today our ungulates section is much larger including giraffes, meerkats, red pandas,
Barbary sheep, giant anteaters, tortoises, Brazilian tapirs, Asiatic short-clawed otters,
binturongs, capybaras, Bennetts wallabies, Parma wallabies, peccaries, reindeer
and all the creatures in the Reptile House.
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Sleeping beauty cast pictured with Customer Services Team Member Melissa Adams
and our new Outreach Co-ordinator Madeleine Avila-Thomas.

It’s panto time again – oh yes it is!

Dudley Zoo is delighted to be the local partner of Wolverhampton Grand Theatre’s pantomime production
for another year.
DZG has a long-running partnership with the Lichfield Street theatre which is staging Sleeping Beauty from
December 8.
And our limelight-loving bearded dragon Blackadder got a front row seat at the official photo shoot when
our new Outreach Co-ordinator Madeleine Avila-Thomas and Customer Services Team Member Melissa
Adams met all seven principal cast members.
They include the lovely Debbie McGee, the former assistant and widow of magician Paul Daniels, Richard
Cadell and his teddy bear sidekick Sooty and the Queen of the Black Country Doreen Tipton, who
returns for a third consecutive pantomime season.
DZG Marketing Manager, Andrea Hales, said: “It’s great, once again, to be teaming up with The Grand
Theatre for this season and we’re pleased to be continuing our well-established partnership beyond
that until 2019/20.
“We hope during their time in the Black Country the Sleeping Beauty stars will get chance to visit us
at the zoo where they’ll receive a very warm welcome.”
Also back for his third season as the dame is Ian Adams who directs the production too, assisted by
Grand Theatre Chief Executive and Artistic Director Adrian Jackson.
West End star Oliver Ormson is joined by recording artist Bethan-Wyn Davies and Julie Paton returns
to choreograph for a second year and plays the villain.
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Sleeping Beauty runs from
December 8 to January 13.
To book tickets call the
box office on 01902 429212
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Can you answer all the questions in Santa’s
Christmas quiz?
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2. Which is not one of Santa’s reindeer
a) Prancer b) Blitzen c) Zoom
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28
27
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1. What might you find hidden in a Christmas
pud?
a) A Coin b) A Small toy c) Some tinsel
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26
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JOIN THE DOTS AND
COLOUR ME IN
Winner of our Autumn Issue competition was Eva Dunkley, aged 5, from Stourbridge

4. What magic item of clothing makes Frosty
the snowman come to life?
a) A hat b) A scarf c) A pair of earmuffs
5. In which Magical country is it always winter,
but never Christmas.
a) Wonderland b) Narnia c) Dudley

What do you call a cat in the desert?
Sandy Claws!

22

3. In the Christmas song, what was the singer’s
true love given on the third day of Christmas?
a) Gold rings b) French hens
c) A Nintendo

Answers 1. a 2. c 3. b 4. b 5. a

29

11

What kind of motorbike does Santa ride?
A Holly Davidson!

31

33

Why did Santa go to the doctor?
Because of his bad "elf"!

39
38

Santa’s
Quiz

3

40

Who delivers presents to cats?
Santa Paws!

B
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A
C
D
C
I

D
L
A
R
P
K
D
L

Why does Santa have three gardens?
So he can 'ho ho ho'!

R H I R
EWEO
I C L I
NWT D
D Z R E
E NNO
E YQY
R N E X

Cracker Jokes

H T S
P E L
LMF
OOH
DC A
UD R
R CN
C C T
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Membership
means a great deal!
The Dudley Zoo team has always valued the support and loyalty
of our members – which is why we’re constantly looking to add
value to our membership scheme.
And for 2019 that will mean access to an amazing £250,000
children’s indoor play barn, along with other discounts and
special offers.
Andrea Hales, Marketing Manager at Dudley Zoo, said: “Our
members are the backbone of the Zoo and their continued
support makes a positive contribution to saving our rare and
endangered species from extinction.
“As a way of saying thank you, we are constantly looking at ways
to offer our members something special and from mid-2019 there
will be the added attraction of an impressive indoor play area.
“It will include a vast range of wooden climbing frames, a ball pit,
a seating area and refreshments will be available too.
It will be a dry place for youngsters to explore if the weather’s
not so good and will be completely free to members.”
The play barn, which non-members will pay to use, will be built
on the site’s lower level opposite the fairground rides and
should be completed by next June.

Dudley Zoo annual membership gives you:
• Unlimited access to the Zoo for one year
• A free quarterly Zoo Nooz e-newsletter
• Discounted members offers on events
• Several ‘bring a friend for free’days
•10% off all retail purchases over £5
•10% off animal experiences, Keeper
Days and birthday parties

DID YOU
KNOW WE SPEND
OVER HALF
A MILLION POUNDS
EACH YEAR ON
ANIMAL WELFARE!

Plus: If you join within seven days of
your visit, we’ll refund your entrance
fee. If you renew within seven days
of your membership expiring, you’ll
get 13 months for the price of 12.

All members are provided with individual
photo membership cards and packages
start from £32 a year.
For more information call 01384 215313
or visit www.dudleyzoo.org.uk

MAKES AN
IDEAL GIFT
FOR FRIENDS
OR FAMILY

**JOIN WITHIN
SEVEN DAYS OF
YOUR VISIT
AND WE’LL
REFUND YOUR
ENTRANCE FEE

